Menu Di Vino
Wine Menu
The first two pages of our red wine menu give you an overview of our selection, the following
pages give you more detailed informtion on each wine.

300) GAVI DI GAVI BERSANO

€ 24.80

301) GAVI STEFANO MASSONE

€ 21.00

313) PINOT GRIGIO TRENTINO MILLESIMATO

€ 30.50

312) PINOT GRIGIO TRENTINO DOC

€ 25.50

302) SACCHETTO PINOT GRIGIO

€ 19.50

303) SOAVE CLASSICO SARTORI

€ 20.50

314) CORVO SALAPARUTA

€ 21.00

305) FRASCATI CASTELLANI

€ 19.50

304) ORVIETO CLASSICO CASTELLANI

€ 19.50

306) TREBBIANO D`ABRUZZO FARNESE

€ 20.50

307) VERDICCHIO DEI CASTELLI DI JESI CASTELLANI DOC

€ 19.50

308) VERNACCIA DI SAN GIMIGNANO

€ 24.00

309) ZAIRA IGT 2004

€ 39.00

310) BROY DOC 2004

€ 39.50

311) CHARDONNAY TRENTINO DOC CASTEL FIRMIAN

€ 25.50

315) L`ALTRO CHARDONNAY PIO CESARE

€ 29.50

321) VILLA LANATA CHARDONNAY DELLE LANGHE DOC

€ 20.50

322) LA LUPA

€ 19.50

316) GRECO DI TUFO “NOVASERRA” MASTROBERARDINO DOC

€ 30.00

317) FALANGHINA DEL SANNIO DOC MASTROBERALDINO

€ 27.00

319) FIANO DI AVELLINO DOC MASTROBERARDINO

€ 31.00

318) VERMENTINO DI SARDEGNA “TYRSOS” DOC

€ 24.50

320) GEWURTRAMINER ALTO ADIGE DOC

€ 29.00

323) LOCOROTONDO DOC

€ 21.00

324) BOTTICELLI ASTI SPUMANTE DOC

€22.00

325) FANTINEL PROSECCO

€ 27.00

326) BRUT RISERVA DOC

€ 39.50

327) ROTARI DOC

€ 38.00

328) FERRARI MAXIMUM BRUT

€ 58.00

300) GAVI DI GAVI BERSANO

€ 24.80

Fresh aromas of green apples and grass. Full flavour whit crisp acidiity and a lingering
green fruit aftertaste
Giuseppe Bersano founded the Bersano winery at the end of the 19th century. Today, he
winery measures 215 hectares, is the largest privately owned vineyard in Piedmont and
rimains a landmark in the history of Piedmontese wine.

301) GAVI STEFANO MASSONE

€ 21.00

Abundance of fruite, lovely bilance and good weight on the palate with a refreshing clean
finish.

313) PINOT GRIGIO TRENTINO MILLESIMATO

€ 30.50

The pinot grigo varietal has been cultivated for a long time in the Valle dell`Adige, where it
is also referred to as Rulander. The bounches of grapes, “copper-grey” in color, reveals its
close relationship to the Pinot Nero varietal, from which it is derived.
Pinot Grigio Millesimato is born from grapes cultivated in the vineyards of the “Zablani”,
zone, specific to his varietal. Situated northeast of Mezzocorona and characterized by
watery soils with good drainage, it is very similar to the neighboring zone, Teroldego
classico.
Color:
Light yellow
Perfume:
Complex, with a fragrance of well-matured fruit, harmonized with notes derivingfrom the
refined wood.
Flavour:
Harmonious, elegant, refined.
Alcohol content:
13%
Pairings:
First plates baked au gratin style, polenta, and second plates consisting of white meat. A
particularly good accompaniment is tagliatelle with porcini mushrooms.

312) PINOT GRIGIO TRENTINO DOC

€ 25.50

CASTEL FIRMIAN
Exclusive estate production of the vineyards
located along the Adige Valley at the foothills
of the Dolomities. This varietal presents tight
clusters with sweet grey, dark-bluish colored
berries. Pinot Grigio is characterized by its
balance, finesse and elegance.

Colour:
Straw-yellow
Perfume:
Fruity with a floral hint of camomile.
Flavor
Dry, elegant with a delicate acidity.
Alcohol Content:
12.5%
Pairings:
Ideal as an aperitif, it pairs well with appetizers, white meats and fish.

302) SACCHETTO PINOT GRIGIO

€ 19.50

Straw yellow with copper reflection. Fine and delicate with light and spicy aromas and a
slightly nutty after taste.

303) SOAVE CLASSICO SARTORI
€ 20.50
Clean, elegant and delicate whit characteristic hints of flowers, subtle fruit whit a velvety
texture and almond aftertaste.
Cultivated in soil originating from flaking limestone loam, on the hills of the classic Soave
zone, this vineyard was selected for its enviable placement facing southwest. The rigorous
selection of clones placed only in their most beneficial position and the consequent
reduction of clusters per vine, result in the creation of grapes with unique characteristics.

314) CORVO SALAPARUTA

€ 21.00

305) FRASCATI CASTELLANI

€ 19.50

Delicate floral and orange blossom aroma with a distinctive tropical fruit character. Soft,
fine and velvety.

304) ORVIETO CLASSICO CASTELLANI

€ 19.50

Aromatic with a slightly flinty, refreshing flavour. This wine reveals the characteristic
almond finish and a persistent bouquet.

306) TREBBIANO D`ABRUZZO FARNESE

€ 20.50

Deep,bright, siraw yellow. Quite intense and persistent, fruity with notes of yellow fruit.

307) VERDICCHIO DEI CASTELLI DI JESI CASTELLANI DOC

€ 19.50

This wine is obtained through the harvesting of grapes coming from the vineyards in the
area of Torre. The wine is delicate and fresh thanks to the soft pressing of grapes and
fermentation at controlled temperature.

308) VERNACCIA DI SAN GIMIGNANO

€ 24.00

Sincerely aromatic, with scents of lilac, wild flower and almond candy, there is a ripe core
of melon, papaya and spice ,while the finish is big and smooth.

309) ZAIRA IGT 2004

€ 39.00

Made with a mix of Chardonnay and Viogner grapes.
The wine has a golden colour with green reflection.
The aroma has traces of Mediterranean flower, peach
and watermelon. The taste is elegant and fresh.
This wine is a perfect accompaniment to fish and
shellfish, cream cheeses and medium cheeses.

310) BROY DOC 2004

€ 39.50

Made with 40% tocai friuliano, 40%chardonnay and 20% Sauvignon in the province of
Udine, this wine has a loaded golden yellow color, and an aroma in witch the notes of ripe
tropical fruits mix with sweet traces of acacia honey and vanilla.
The taste is round and harmonious with an explosive body. This wine accompanies boild
fish with light sauces and arustaceans, spring vegetables, meat and pates.

311) CHARDONNAY TRENTINO DOC CASTEL FIRMIAN

€ 25.50

315) L`ALTRO CHARDONNAY PIO CESARE

€ 29.50

321) VILLA LANATA CHARDONNAY DELLE LANGHE DOC

€ 20.50

322) LA LUPA

€ 19.50

100% Inzolia grapes. The wine has a brilliant yellow colour with green reflections. The
aroma is complex and rich with traces of Mediterranean flower, peach and watermelon. The
taste is elegant and fresh. This wine is a perfect accompaniment to fish and shellfish, cream
cheeses and medium cheeses.

316) GRECO DI TUFO “NOVASERRA” MASTROBERARDINO DOC € 30.00
“A quirky but very enjoyable wine; pear fruits, with a distinctive
background of almonds and a dry mineral finish.
Well worth a try” - Best of Wine in Ireland 2005

317) FALANGHINA DEL SANNIO DOC MASTROBERALDINO
One of the most popular white wines in the restaurants of Naples,
this is made from the local Falanghina grape grown in the Sannio
area.

€ 27.00

319) FIANO DI AVELLINO DOC MASTROBERARDINO

€ 31.00

Made from the local Fiano grape around the town of Avellino,
this is one of the most popular white wines from Campania.
A multitude of aromas including pear, pineapple, toasted nuts
and honey.

318) VERMENTINO DI SARDEGNA “TYRSOS” DOC

€ 24.50

This wine is the result of a selection of grapes from the vineyards in the Gallura region. Its
intense, fruity aromas and fresh, smooth taste make it excellent for serving with starters and
fish dishes or simply as an aperitif.

320) GEWURTRAMINER ALTO ADIGE DOC

€ 29.00

Classic Gewurztraminer flavours of lychees and rose petals. It is in a cool style with good
crispness and dry finish

323) LOCOROTONDO DOC

€ 21.00

Classic white wine from Puglia made from local Verdeca and Bianco d’Alessano grapes.

324) BOTTICELLI ASTI SPUMANTE DOC

€22.00

There is no other “Denominazione di Origine Controllata e Garantita” wine like Asti: it is
“the” aromatic sparkling wine par excellence.
With its self-confident bouquet, its natural, harmonious touch of sweetness, and its low
alcohol, Asti shows a truly distinctive personality.
The nose is rich and generous, redolent of orange and acacia blossom, of wisteria flowers
and honey too; in the background lurk hints of elderflower blossom, clary, and bergamot.
As with any wine, there are many factors that influence its character, including the land and
the winery.

325) FANTINEL PROSECCO

€27.00

Pleasant and extremely elegant, never aggressive, full of delightful, floral-based hints.
Lovely fine mousse, off dry, crisp elegant fruit. This wine is a perfect accompaniment to
starters and fish based dishes and also makes an excellent aperitif.

326) BRUT RISERVA DOC

€39.50

60% Chardonnay, 40% Pinot Noir. Lively yellow colour, fine grain, elegant and persistent
perlage. The bouquet is intense and elegant, reminiscent of apples and fresh bread, with
delicate aromas of vanilla and honey.
Dry and fruity, an especially soft and persistent mouth-feel. Like any Talento of class, it
makes an excellent aperitif and can be enjoyed throughout the entire meal.

327) ROTARI DOC

€ 38.00

Premium sparkling wine. Blend of 90% chardonnay grapes and 10% pinot noir. Fermented
in the bottle with 24 months of on less naturation.

328) FERRARI MAXIMUM BRUT
Straw yellow with slight green reflections. Forthcoming,
fresh and lasting, with significant overtones of ripe
golden apples and wild flowers and a sublet and delicate
fragrance of yeast.
Clean and balanced without any excesses, with a slight
and pleasant aftertaste of ripe fruit and a hint of
bread-crust, which lingers on perfectly.

€ 58.00

